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Dawn Redwood 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides

Cypress Family

I am called dawn redwood. ‘Dawn’ because I have been here since the beginning of 
trees on earth.’Redwood’ since I was here along with my cousins the redwoods 
(Sequoia sempervirens and Sequoiadendron giganteum) as well as my closest relative 
swamp cypress (Taxodium distichum).

And today we are all together around Roy Forster Pond. I love water and my closest 
cousin loves it even more - you can see by the picture swamp cypress is right in the 
water, while I am hugging the edge.
                                                             

        �                              �

If you google me, you’ll mostly hear about how everybody thought I was a fossil. In the 
distant past, the Northern Hemisphere had one huge continent (Laurasia), and I grew 
happily across it right up to the Arctic. As the climate was changing, I found areas that 
suited me (refugia). I settled into remote valleys in central China. The villagers all knew 
me as water fir. 

But once I was discovered by the outside world in the 1940s, I was called a ‘living 
fossil’. We dawn redwoods laugh at that, but we know humans are short sighted being 
so new on earth.

I do have a problem today though in my native country China. My elders, the biggest 
dawn redwoods, are now in cultivated land so changed from the original soil that its 
seeds don’t take.

I feel sad about that. On the other hand, we all grow so well around Roy Forster Pond 
and up in the Himalayan Garden too. VanDusen Botanical Garden has been a good 



place for us. And we are thriving as street trees along Arbutus St., starting at 32nd Ave. I 
feel good about this. 

You might wonder why dawn redwoods drop their needles in winter. In the beginning of 
tree history we lived in the far north, where there were months of long dark periods. Our 
needles needed light to get carbon from the air for food (photosynthesis). We adapted 
by dropping them.

Humans might want to give up something too if they want to stick around awhile.
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